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Lattice from Staff to Self-Employment 

Module 1 
 

The First Fork  
 

Career Lattice Terminology 
 

“I do not think this means what you think it means.”   
Well, then, explain it to me!	

	
	
Career Ladder – The traditional “up or off” career progression. Ladders are narrow and 
unforgiving. For you to move ahead, someone else must get out of the way, or move up. If 
your organization’s leaders talk in terms of “replacing your boss” as the default mode of 
advancement, your organization has a ladder mindset.  
 
Career Lattice – The flexible “over and up” career progression, which opens new 
possibilities for individual growth and development. Lattices support exploration of new 
and emerging careers and skills. Lattices enable organizations to retain and develop 
rising leaders and talent even through periods of economic recession and disruption, 
because the mix-and-match mode of skill acquisition, cultivating networks of meaningful 
relationships, and gaining business experiences, both encourage a flexible, responsive 
organizational culture and individual responsibility for identifying and pursuing new 
qualifications.  



 
 
Career Path – How you got to your destination position. Career paths can be well-
established or you can create your own. At most workplaces, the most sustainable mode 
of career path  innovation is for employers to design several sets of qualifications and 
moves to arrive at each destination, and work with employees to craft individual paths 
among the established routes. It sounds progressive, but actually is counter-productive, 
for an employer to say “You figure out where you want to go and how to get there and 
we’ll support you,” because then the burden of success is squarely on the employee, 
without structural support, and with no benefit of organizational knowledge about what 
works and what doesn’t.  
 
Do not confuse flexible career paths with flexible work schedules and options. Flexible 
career paths offer a variety of skills, experiences and qualifications to move up: flexibility 
in how you do your job. Flexible schedules offer options in terms of hours, work location 
– especially working from home or otherwise remotely, and a focus on results over 
controlling how, when and where the work is accomplished: flexibility in when and where 
you do your job.  
 
Lateral move – In the past, lateral moves have been highways to nowhere. People were 
shuffled aside via lateral moves. If the strategic value of a lateral move is not clearly 
defined and if there’s no clear goal that the lateral move supports, it’s easy to wonder if the 
lateral move is a dead end.   
 
Developmental Lateral Move – A lateral move designed to equip you with a new skill, 
experience, or network of contacts and working relationships. Example: A temporary 
assignment to a different department to coordinate on an internal technical platform that 
your department will be using. The move would require you to learn how to participate in 
tech design, test, implementation, training and evaluation. Your goal would be to then 
explore potential additional positions that built on your new experience (or, if you didn’t 
like the experience, to pursue a different direction).  
 
Strategic Lateral Move – A lateral move specifically intended to equip you with 
experiences, networks and results that qualify you for a promotion. Example: Leading an 
intradepartmental tech project that required you to learn how to lead a small group in the 
process of tech design, testing, implementation, training and evaluation, with the 
intention of then winning a job that requires those skills.  
 
To gain strategic lateral moves outside your current workplace, pursue mid- and senior-
level volunteer responsibilities, or, start a side gig specifically designed to qualify you for 
the destination job you are pursuing.  
 
Staff Employment – The job you do for an employer, on the employer’s terms for the 
actual work as well as working time, place, the tools you use and who you work with. The 



employer defines success and failure, and how much you are paid, for the results defined 
by the employer.  
 
Self-employment – You pursue, win and complete client engagements on terms mutually 
agreed with the client, those terms including but not limited to pay, and when and how 
the work is accomplished, and what tools and collaborators you use to accomplish the 
work. The client does not dictate when, how or with whom you work to complete work, 
though the client of course agrees with you on the scope, deadlines, pay rate and payment 
timeline. Self-employment can also take the form of owning a business that produces 
things for sale to customers, either through wholesale or retail channels. Production can 
deliver physical items or digital services to customers, with or without accompanying 
services. The product is designed, owned and delivered by the company, and if the 
company is small, the enterprise is largely considered to be self-employment.  
 
Proficiencies – The sum total of your technical skills, business experience, industry 
knowledge and leadership abilities. Usually, an employer-issued job description lists 
proficiencies in terms of what the employer needs. When you are considering self-
employment, you must pivot your perspective to see your proficiencies from the client’s 
point of view. Your proficiencies will remix in different ways to be relevant to each client 
in different ways, depending on the problem you are solving for the client or the 
opportunity you are opening for the client.  
 
 
Technical Skills – What you do and how well you do it. Typically, when people ask you 
what you do for a living, you respond in terms of technical skills: I’m a computer 
programmer, or a customer service center manager, or logistics consultant. Skills might 
be acquired on the job or might require certifications ( which are proof that you 
completed a training course) or licenses (proof that you passed a test of minimum 
competency with the skills essential for your profession).  
 
Business Experience – The ability to navigate and function in the business environment, 
typically involving communication, collaboration, sales, persuasion, emotional 
intelligence, and other interpersonal skills required to put your technical skills in action to 
achieve a business result. Networking is an essential business skill, both within 
organizations and industries, and externally, to customers, community and policymakers.  
 
Industry Knowledge -  What you know about how your industry works, the culture, 
definitions of success and failure, risk tolerance, appetite for innovation and change, 
growth and economic cycles, and other intimate understanding of how things really work. 
You might have knowledge of several industries, based on your work history. Proven 
industry knowledge translates to intuitive understanding of potential clients’ emerging, 
anticipated and, often, feared, problems as well as hoped-for opportunities – and all of 
these dynamics frame opportunities for winning client engagements.  
 



Leadership  - The ability to rally other people to achieve the goal you envision.  
Leadership can be organic when someone ‘picks up the ball and runs with it’ to get 
something accomplished. Leadership is formalized in an organization chart that 
illustrates who reports to whom, in the authority structure. Leadership can be both 
taught – through training, mentoring, and coaching – and ‘caught’ – when people are 
inspired by a natural leader’s example and courage.  
	
	
	
	


